Abstract-With the rapid development of science technology, especially the popularization of information construction, the performance evaluation under the network environment has become increasingly widespread. This paper describes the scheme and application about the performance evaluation. Firstly, we discuss the needs of the practical application of the performance evaluation, second, we study the classic identity-based blind digital signature-the Boneh identity-based cryptosystem. On this basis, we put Finally, applying this new scheme in performance evaluation, this paper constructs an online performance evaluation program based on the new blind signature scheme forward a new safe and efficient identity-based blind signature scheme we propose a new performance evaluation signature scheme by introducing the new concept of anonymous identity and analyze the security. After a rigorous analysis, the new program not only achieves the security requirements that the online performance evaluation should have, but also solves the key escrow problem, so this program has the features of operability and practicality.
INTRODUCTION
Performance Evaluation of applications in the network environment has become increasingly widespread. Compared with the traditional way, the online performance evaluation has the outstanding features, which are evaluation management automation, information transparency, fairness and efficiency, so that the performance evaluation management is simple and easy for enterprises and government [1] . An ideal evaluation process should have the following characteristics.
a) Legitimacy: The process can only be evaluated by the legal evaluator.
b) Anonymity: The evaluation results of the evaluators are confidential and cannot be obtained unlawfully in the evaluation process.
c) Non-repeatability: Any legal evaluators cannot evaluate twice. d) Verifiability: Under the premise that they cannot sacrifice their own personal secret information, the evaluators can check whether their evaluation information count in the results and publish or not [2] . To achieve a safe and reliable environment in the performance evaluation of complex Internet, digital signature technology plays a very important role [3] [4] . In this paper, on the basis of identity-based blind signature, we introduce the concept of anonymity. From the needs of the practical application of the performance evaluation, we construct a new blind signature scheme and its application of online performance evaluation. The scheme can solve the above security needs. so this scheme has the features of operability and practicality.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Bilinear Pairings [5] [6] [7] The Let 1 G , 2 G be the addition cyclic group with big prime number order and the multiplicationcyclic group with big prime number order. [8] Boneh and Franklin put forward a identity-based signature solution, which is named Boneh -Franklin Solution. The solution divided into the following four steps:
1) 
III. A NEW IDENTIY-BASED BLIND DIGITAL
SIGNATURE SCHEME Based on identity-based blind signature, we introduce the concept of anonymity and construct a new blind signature scheme in this paper. This scheme can solve the key escrow problem and eliminate the leak of the actual identity radically.
The new scheme involves three participants, the key generation center KGC, user A, the owner of the message B, respectively. Here, we assume that KGC cannot be trusted. The scheme includes six stages: the establishment of system parameters, the generation of user's anonymous identity, the authentication of user's anonymous identity, the generation of user's keys, the generation of user's signature and the verification of user's signature.
1) The establishment of system parameters Let

1
G be the cyclic addition group generated by the generator , 2 G be the cyclic multiplication group with the same prime order . is a bilinear mapping.
Define fine safe hash functions 
2) The generation of user's anonymous identity
Assume the actual indentity of user A is ID .

A selects 
5) Step 5. Evaluator send the information to Evaluation Statistical Agency:
The evaluator i V could use w to check whether own result is in the publish list of the SC and whether the content of the result is modification or not. Safety Analysis
V. CONCLUSION
The scheme can meet the practical security requirements of the performance evaluation process, the specific safety performance is as follows:
1) Legitimacy: To generate an annoymous identiy information for the user, The group manager must check whether the information submitted by the user is according to the actual indentiy information registering previous. Only registered, the user has the right to apply the annoymous identiy. Therefore illegal users want to impersonate legitimate evaluators, them must address the check of group manager. But it is impossible. So ther scheme meets legitimacy.
2) Non-repeatability: For legal evaluators, the group manager generates the correspinding anonymous identity for them and checks whether it is the frist time to get the annonymous identity. Likewise, the authorization center of evaluation also will check whether it is the first time to get the authorization of evaluation. If the evaluators want to evaluate more than one time, theyn must forge the signatures of the authorization center ,but it is considered to be very difficult.
3) Anonymity: One of the most important aspects is anonymity in this Performance Evaluation scheme. That is, it requires that Evaluation Verification Center can not know the specific result of Evaluator. In this paper, the scheme introduces the innovative concept of 'annoymous identity'. The evaluators user their own anonymous identity participating the whole evaluation process, including the interactive with the authorization center, the transmission of the evaluation results. Even the public and private keys for evaluating is requested by annonymity identity. This evaluation process ensures absulute annoymity. Only the legal evaluators themselves could link the actual identity with the anonymity identity, other entities like the group manager, authorization center cannot get the relation.
4) Verifiability:
When the evaluation is completed, the evaluator should be able to query whether the result of the evaluation is counted and modified or not. In this scheme, after having counted all the results of the evaluation, the statistical center publishes all evaluation results information. The evaluator checks whether ownself result information is publicly known in order to judge if his own evaluation result is counted or not; if known, then query whether the result is modified or not. Thus finish the query of the evaluation result.
From the above analysis and discussion of the scheme, we can see that this scheme is a comprehensive online Performance Evaluation scheme.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce the concept of anonymous identity based on the classic blind identity-based digital signature scheme and construct a new identity-based blind signature scheme. It is obvious that the demand of security in the practical application of performance evaluator can be exactly met. In a word, the scheme in this paper has a good application value.
